Committees 2005-2006

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Brian Bishop
* Marcia Barrett
Tom Zeiler
Martin Evans
Margaret Garner
Kari Frederickson
A&S
Barbara Chandler

RESEARCH & SERVICE
Art Allaway
Shane Street
* Jenice “Dee” Goldston
* Clark Midkiff
Tatiana Tsakiropoulou-Summers
Shuhua Zhou

FACULTY LIFE
Jeff Richetto
Tonyia Tidline
* John Vincent

FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
David Arnold
Carolyn Cassady
Harold Elder
* Jim Hall
Lee Pike
A&S
Gary Hoover
Pieter Visscher
* Jeanette Vandermeer
Ken Wright
Vivian Wright

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Steven Hobbs
* Karen Burgess
Allen Parrish
* Priscilla Davis
Becky Edwards
Allen Wilcoxon
Carolyn Cassady

FACULTY & SENATE GOVERNANCE
* John Mason
Bruce Barrett
Douglas Lightfoot
Brian Evans
Mitch Shelton
* Kim Andrus

*Co-Chair, 2005-2006 Faculty Senate
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